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Airline interview gouge. Interview. There were two rounds
of interviews. First interview was a phone interview with HR
asking questions about work history. The second interview
is a . Welcome to the Interview Intel. Forum; Emirates
Interview; US Airways; Atlantic Southeast Airlines; Jade
Cargo; Korean Airlines; Qatar Airways . Airline Interview
preparation-Latest Pilot Jobs.. Brussels Airlines Pilot
Interview and Assessment. Etihad Airways Pilot Interview
Gouge. May 30, 2022. But what else do you need to know
before you advance to your next pilot job? Is the airline
quick to furlough when times get tough?. I'd like Tips on
How to Interview for:. 17,179 interview experiences with
138,691 registered pilots! Last 10 Interviews. Older
interview gouge. After I determined that I would like to
work for Spirit, I researched interview gouges to get a
sense of what might be asked of me during the interview.
Airline Pilot Jobs Search Tool and Airline Pilot Interview
gouge. Free information you need for your Airline Pilot

Career. Jan 27, 2014. … it comes to putting in the effort to
share your interview gouge.. My goal is for
www.airlinepilothiring.net to meet these needs for . Before
Interview Checklist – contains forms and a list of documents
you will on an American Airlines flight, as well as hotel and
shuttle information. Tips and advice on how to pass an
airline pilot interview. Learn what the airlines are looking
for and how to answer competency based interview
questions. LOI's will be conducted in a Line Oriented Flight
Training (LOFT) style format whereby the interviewing pilot
will have as much influence over the direction the .. TMAAT
you got called into the bosses office?. Interview Phone
Screen, and then video interview. They asked general
questions and if you could work under pressure. However,
after the interview, I never heard back on the status of my
application. Continue Reading. What should I not wear or
have on display?. How Much Does It Cost to Train as a
Pilot?. Problem-Solving Situational Awareness Team Work
Leadership Prioritisation Delegation Communication
Planning Flexibility Reliability Empathy Business Orientated
Customer Minded Adverse to risk Motivated / Passionate.
Know which profiles you might be asked to fly BEFORE you
show up to your interview!. Guide to Getting Your First Job

Find a Great First Job to Jumpstart Your Career. FA comes to
your room and accuses the CA of sexually harassment, how
do you handle it?. At the interview, you should to make
sure you do not stand out in a negative by differing from
what is perceived as "normal". As potential flight deck
crew, the recruiters are looking for candidates who are
well-balanced individuals who do not have extreme or
unusual traits. It is important to project this in your attire.
The industry standard dress code for an interview is a suit
and tie. We would recommend the following: Contact tower,
tell them we are going missed. ATC should cancel our
landing clearance. If the CA continues to land he will be in
violation of a reg and likely to face disciplinary action.
Chances are that he will go missed and be upset at me
rather than facing possible termination. A detailed look into
what to expect and how to prepare for your airline selection
process. Rehearse your answers to the common interview
questions. It doesn't need to be a rigid script, but have a
good idea of the points you want to get across and the
examples you can use to demonstrate you have all the
above competencies. Top tip: Remember, whilst you may
be attending an interview for a position as a First Officer,
you are really being interviewed for the role of future

Captain. You should consider this when answering
questions. Airline's want to employ future Captains, not
career First Officers. What is your favorite airport to fly
into?. Tell me about a time when you broke a regulation?.
What is the relationship between the company and the
pilots' union?. This employer has claimed their Employer
Profile and is engaged in the Glassdoor community. How
does your company compare? Get started with your Free
Employer Profile to respond to reviews, see who is viewing
your profile, and share your brand story with top talent. Top
tip: Be up-to-date with world events. If you don't do so
already, watch the news or read the newspaper every day
before going to the interview. It will help to ensure you are
up to date with current affairs, some of which may be
relevant to the airline industry. When was the last time you
called in sick?. What Happens if a Passenger Jet Flies Too
High?. Pilot Uniform Guide: What do the Stripes Mean?.
TMAAT a captain disagreed with how you were flying?. This
is an extension on the bags. I was flying into DRO and there
was a mother with 2 small TEENren and an infant, 3 bags
and a carseat. I helped her to get all of their things off the
plane, then out to the curb in front of the airport. I then
asked her if she would like me to bring her car to her. Her

face lit up and handed me the keys. I brought her car to her
at the curb, helped load the bags and TEENs and saw her
on her way. The simple answer is no. If you lie or make up
an example to a question, you can very easily get caught
out. You may end up contradicting yourself in later
questions, or if they bring you back to that example, as you
may not remember how you answered a previous question.
Although subtle, your body language and eye movement
will probably change, indicating to the trained interviewer
that you are not telling the truth. If you can not think of an
answer to a question, apologize and request that you come
back to that question later in the interview. The Technical
evaluation consists of Jeppesen Charts, IFR regulations,
definitions and weather. You should introduce yourself
using your first name, with a firm handshake and ensure
you make eye contact with the person you are speaking to.
Greet them with a smile and enthusiastic tone. There will
almost always be an occasion when you get a question you
weren't expecting or hadn't thought about. If you can't
think of a specific example ask if you can come back to that
question at the end of the interview. Remember– if you
don't answer the question, the assessor can't say that you
demonstrated the required competencies, and therefore

you won't get the job. If at the end of the interview you still
can't think of an appropriate example, say what you would
do. For example, if the question is "Given an example of
when you've resolved conflict between team members at
work. " and you can't think of an example, you could say
something along the lines of; "I'd listen to how the conflict
came about, taking into consideration the views of the
parties involved. I'd try to provide mediation between the
two parties in order to resolve the conflict using my verbal
communication skills if appropriate. If I felt someone was
being unreasonable, I would point this out to them, whilst
explaining why I believe this to be the case and the
standards that are expected of the team. If the conflict
couldn't be resolved this way, I would follow the company's
internal procedures. I think its a nice variety of locations.
There is a little bit of everything offered. ProPilotWorld.com
> Job Listings / Career Center / Employment Assistance /
Networking > Career Advice / Interview Advice > Interview
Gouges. Standard interview questions were asked along
with questions about my background. I used to not like
being away from friends and family as much when I was a
bit younger. Now I've come to realize that the time away
actually makes for more interesting and fun times when we

can get together. I don't believe that the turbine PIC adds
much to the character of the pilot. I do the same job as my
captain. I check airworthiness, maintenance entries, talk to
dispatch and maintenance control. I address the
passengers, and make decisions for the safety of the flight.
The only think that the CA does that I don't is taxi the
aircraft (no tiller on the right side). I wasn't hired at my
company to be a first officer, I was hired to be a future
captain. Flying with a student and had a bird strike. Used it
as a teaching tool for the student.. . Introductions first then
flight times. Be ready for 30/60/90/days last year etc. 3 HR
questions from the gouge, Decode a taf and metar, 123
rule - exemption 17347, jepp approach and enroute, high
alt aerodynamics, any aircraft's electrical system. Know the
company's guiding principles. Very straight forward,
prepare with this gouge and you will be more than.
Continue reading this interview experience. Read what
employers are asking in their interviews!. My experience
was very similar to others listed. I took 0830 van from the
hotel for 0915 check in. Read closely. YOU NEVER KNOW
WHO IS WATCHING. One of the interview Captains walked
into the cafeteria before we began and looked at all of us
before he ever said anything. He then introduced himself,

checked our names off his list, we dropped our logbooks off
on a cart by the recruiting office, and then a quick tour of
the museum. We then went to a class room to wait on the
interviewers. Continue reading this interview experience.
During your interview, we will be happy to discuss items
like seniority, bases, upgrades, reserve time, our multiple
pathway programs, airline lifestyle or any other questions
that come up. This is your opportunity to ask questions on
subjects of interest and importance to you. FREE SkyWest
Airlines pilot interview information and gouge. Hello,
everyone! We recently updated our forum to provide you
with a better experience and security. Thanks for staying
with us. Total flight time: 750 Hours for military pilots,
1,500 Hours for civilian pilots depending upon your specific
R-ATP qualifications. Don't be afraid to use non-aviation
stories. We are looking for people who will treat our
customers with respect, always considering the guiding
principles of our partner airlines. Our line of questioning will
naturally focus on aviation experiences in relationship to
customer service. What do you believe the pilot's role is
when it comes to customer service? Be prepared to tell us
about a time you exhibited great customer care, we want
to hear about it. "And now, back to our regularly scheduled

programming.". After collecting documents, we will begin
the HR portion of the interview. Come in confident in your
experiences; if you were invited to the interview, we want
to hire you. You've already survived an application review
and phone screen. Like others have stated, study the
gouge here and you'll be fine. Also, if you are nervous don't
be! My interview started on time with a very friendly FO. He
was a great guy and easy to talk to. We exchanged the
usual pleasantries, and he was quick to tell me to relax. The
official interview started with application review and
logbook totals, then moved on to HR type questions.
Nothing difficult here, again its all in the gouge. He only
asked a couple questions and was ready to move on to.
Continue reading this interview experience. 956 FREE Pilot
Interview Study Guide Questions and Answers. Others have
used Emerald Coast with great success, as well as Cage
Consulting. Cage has people that used to work for legacy
United, and they still have a good working relationship.
Emerald Coast is mostly pilots at FedEx, and they are well
thought of. Career advice, interview prep and gouges, job
fairs, etc. The recruiter will collect all documents for review.
The interview invitation sent to you will include a list of the
documents required on the day of the interview. But, if you

want to get a job with a major, you need to pony up the
money for an interview prep. The two are NOT mutually
exclusive. The preps will work with you on everything from
body language to key words to use. Online donations are a
cost-effective way to help the RTAG community, and 100%
of your donation goes direclty to veterans through our
scholarships. Then went in to the technical. Asked about an
Approach plate and airfield Markings. the interview went
great, but I was not hired because I had been out of the
cockpit to long. Was told get a. Continue reading this
interview experience. Finally, we are often asked, "How
should I dress?". GoJet is hiring professionals who take
pride in their appearance and who will represent the
company appropriately while working in the public eye.
Dress for the job! Image is important, we love seeing a
pressed suit, crisp shirt and polished shoes or similar. It
showcases how you will take care of yourself on the road in
our uniform. That said, we want you to be comfortable and
to be yourself in the interview, let your personality shine
through. by Captain Jason DuVernay (left), Executive Pilot
Recruiter. After successfully completing the HR portion we
will begin the technical portion of your interview. We
understand that many rotor pilots have limited instrument

experience and you will be trained for this during your fixed
wing training. However, it is very easy to see the difference
between the pilots who took the time to study and those
who have not. Please take the time to prepare! These are
only 10 study guide questions of the 11,296 we have for
pilots!. The initial portion of the interview is a meet and
greet to help make you feel welcome and comfortable.
There is a brief video presentation your interviewing
recruiter will show if time permits. Additionally, the
recruiter will discuss what the job entails, who we are as a
company, what we believe are the benefits of working for
GoJet Airlines and anything else that paints the picture of
the airline. Each recruiter has their own experiences to
share and will usually lead with it as it helps to develop a
good rapport. Make sure you have one copy of each of
these documents on individual pages when you come to the
interview. We appreciate careful organization of all
documents. Helpful Hints: Logbook verification is extremely
important for applicants, especially if you are an RTP
candidate who already has fixed wing time. For RTP
candidates, we need to establish where you currently are to
ensure we are getting accurate quotes for your training.
Our goal is to get you qualified as efficiently as possible.

We do not want to spend more money than necessary to
get a pilot in a position to be hired. Every dollar not spent
on training is a dollar that goes into the pilot's pocket as a
bonus. TMAAT were normal, the Captain in the Line
oriented flight interview let me pick the takeoff location, my
weather and notams, asked me to give a brief so I followed
the Threat forward. Door caution that resolved itself after I
explained my process, then LAX with an FO 25 Knots fast at
1,000 feet. LAX closed, tell me where you'd consider going,
and which you'd pick. 1 hour total interview in. Continue
reading this interview experience. Pretty much what is
detailed on this interview. Started with basic introduction
questions, transitioned to TMAAT question on losing a wheel
on take-off. Technical questions focused on how a jet
engine works, bleed air usage, AC/DC power, Transformer
Rectifier, and Air Driven Generator, Aerodynamics
questions focused on Swept Wing, Yaw Damper, Dutch Roll,
Spanwise Flow, and advantages/disadvantages. Quizzed on
different de-icing fluids, alternate needs for Part 121, and
METAR codes. Jepessen. Continue reading this interview
experience. All times are GMT -8. The time now is 01:29 PM.
Bring the following original documents– pilot certificate,
FCC License, Medical, and Passport as we need to verify

these separately. There's a new one that's free at Airline
Pilot Hiring - The Best Airline Interview Prep, Application,
Airline Profiles and Hiring Database!. I think it's only been
around a few months so there's no data in there yet but it
looks like a good website. Created by a United pilot for
other pilots to share interview experiences, etc. The big
thing I like is that it's free and no advertisements.
Applicants should always be able to tell a few positive
"There I was" stories that put them in a good light. As you
go through your career make notations in your logbook of
unusual events or moments where you have had to step up
and make challenging decisions in the interest of safety or
customer service. Reflect on those moments before the
interview and gain confidence telling the story and how you
overcame an obstacle. We are looking for examples that
show your ability to be a leader, make appropriate
decisions, and serve our customers. If you have documents
that speak to your character, especially unsolicited
documents we would love to see them and add them to
your folder. Our interview experiences are submitted by
actual applicants!. → Please review FAR 61.1 to learn the
proper way to count cross country time for the purposes of
achieving your commercial rating and R-ATP certificate..

Sep 07, 2022 · Aug 17, 2022 The interview experience with
Piedmont was seamless. They fly you in the day before and
put you up in a hotel 2 min from the airport. In the morning
walk. The interview will start either at 8am or 12pm at the
Southwest Headquarters. You will be given a list of hotels
ahead of time that provide shuttle service to the
headquarters. The interview. Feb 16, 2018 · Joined APC:
Aug 2015. Posts: 622. Pay during training is guarantee.
89/87/85 TFP depending on how many days in the month.
You should be able to hold MDW in 1-3. Aviation Interview
Information and Gouge!! Our interview experiences are
submitted by actual applicants! Get the most current
interview information on the web FREE! Interview. Airline
Pilot Interview Gouge. This is the section that started it all!
This section contains the latest airline pilot interview gouge
for most every airline worldwide. If you would like to. Mar
09, 2021 · Current Southwest Airlines Gouge/Experience
(2017)? Started by Anonymous, 05-24-2017 08:30:58.
Replies: 8; Views: 1,273; Rating0 / 5; Last Post By.. Jan 08,
2017 · Thanks guys! Hey bud, interview is pretty easy, PSA
is will hire about anyone (not to burst your bubble) but just
think long and hard before come to this place. Its gotta be
one of. Interview Gouge HR Questions Review Tech

Question Prep Interactive learning experience Career &
Interview Prep Sign up and. Courses are tailored to the
airline you are. What is the definition of V2? 3. What are the
minimum cloud and visibility requirements of Class C
airspace? 4. On a GPS approach, how much sensitivity is
required at FAWP? 5. A Localizers. Airline Ratings &
Interview Gouge. Get prepared for your airline interview
using our company-specific airline interview gouge and
question bank. See how airlines rate based on career. May
26, 2012 · 17,145. interview experiences with 138,478
registered pilots! Last 10 Interviews.. Older interview
gouge. Date Posted. ABX Air Interviews ABX Air Study
Guide ABX Air. Sep 08, 2022 · Continue reading this
interview experience. Sep 01, 2022 Great gouge here! Spot
on. Definitely suggest using their shuttle service to get to
the training center/hotel. At. Sep 08, 2022 · FREE Alaska
Airlines pilot interview information and gouge. The
interview day was a very positive experience throughout,
and I felt that the atmosphere was relaxed enough.
Continue reading this interview experience. Aug 23, 2022
Introductions first then flight times. Be ready for
30/60/90/days last year etc. 3 HR questions from the
gouge, Decode a taf and. Sep 07, 2022 · FREE Republic

Airways pilot interview information and gouge. I submitted
my application for Republic Airways and heard back from a
recruiter the following day. We had a. Aug 22, 2022 · Jul 13,
2022 Easy interview, study the questions here on
AviationInterviews and know your jepp charts. They will ask
a lot of questions over jeppssen charts. The interview. Feb
09, 2015 · Airline interviews typically involve three in depth
interviews (chief pilot, HR and a technical interview) and a
simulator period. There are 4 steps you need to take to get
ready. The interview call often kicks off another round of
even more information gathering, which can include a lot of
"gouge," particularly about the company's recruitment
process. While. Aug 31, 2014 · Joined APC: Aug 2013.
Position: 757 F/O. Posts: 15. Interview Gouge. There's a new
one that's free at Airline Pilot Hiring - The Best Airline
Interview Prep, Application,.. Allows you to choose the data
by which the thread list will be sorted. I started my newhire
class on February 7, 2017 and started IOE in MDW on April
5. I spent 55 nights at the hotel in DAL and had a couple
breaks where I could have gone home. As it turned out, I
went home to MSP once, when the others had their type
rating oral exams. I had my type rating so it didn't apply to
me. Last edited by PilotHiring; 08-31-2014 at 11:33 AM.

Military Personnel– Form DD-214– Certificate of Release or
Discharge from Active Duty or a United States Uniform
Services Identification Card (Military ID) and proof you
graduated from a U.S. Armed Forces undergraduate pilot
training school and received a rating qualification as a
military pilot. Any unauthorized use of material found within
is strictly prohibited. When you meet, all interviewees for
the day (usually 6 pilots) will be taken to a briefing room
where you will submit the paperwork requested (letters of
recommendation, copies, etc.) and do some paperwork.
You will leave your logbooks at this time and they will
review them while you are doing the other portions of your
interview. They will then describe the events planned for
the day and the schedule. They will also tell you to relax
and be yourself. The three phases follow each other fairly
quickly and can happen in any order. This website is on the
spot. The Frontier team was professional and very
accommodating. They want you to succeed, the job is yours
to lose, and they just want to know if you will fit with the
vision of the company long term! They will see right thru
you if you are using them as a stepping stone. You must
know the company's business model, culture, and mission.
The itinerary and questions are exactly how it has been

explained here before, get there early, be friendly, network,
talk to. Continue reading this interview experience.
Interview process was very straight forward, we got to their
training facility around 7:45AM and got a tour of the
building. Everyone there was extremely friendly and easy
going. They started with a presentation where they walked
through their training process, we got to talk to HR, a
couple captains and FOs as well as one of their head Sim
instructors. Once the presentation was done they took the
first three applicants for their interview (based on flight
departure time) and the ones with. Continue reading this
interview experience. First, pilots often can find themselves
"informed" with dated or incorrect information. There is a
lot of free information on the Web, and some of it is
inaccurate. Some information, including some found on
popular message boards, is opinion and in some cases can
be sour grapes or rumor but presented as fact. Gouge,
which can be obtained in various formats, including wordof-mouth, is also often outdated before it makes its way to
a pilot's ear. I've previously related the story in this column
about a pilot I spoke with in the mid-1990s at an aviation
conference who couldn't believe my employer at the time
"wasted" space in a magazine reporting on Northwest

Airlines. The airline was bankrupt, he laughed. Practically
out of business with pilots on furlough, he said. I'll never
forget the look on his face when I told him Northwest was
hiring pilots with similar qualifications as his and asked him
if he had submitted an application during the recent
window of opportunity. He was employed in the industry
and aspired to be a major airline pilot, but he had no clue
what was going on in the industry. I'm sure this pilot had
"heard" about Northwest's earlier financial troubles but had
not taken the time to seek credible information about the
current state of the industry. Over the years, I've heard that
different airlines didn't hire certain types of pilots (younger,
older, those who hadn't inte

